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Abstract and Keywords
The study of gender in American political development (APD) challenges the efficacy for 
advancing women’s political inclusion of a liberal tradition valorizing principles of individ­
ual equality and positing a separation of the family and the state. Masked are ways in 
which gender roles and the family are integral to governance and state-building. Gender 
is both a dependent and an independent variable in APD. Shaped by institutions and poli­
cies of the state, it also shapes institutions and policies that promote women’s political 
citizenship and expand the state’s capacity for social provision—by asserting not only lib­
eral claims of women’s equality with men, but also by invoking maternalist claims based 
on women’s difference from men, thereby challenging and altering relationships between 
public and private spheres.
Keywords: gender, liberalism, maternalism, citizenship, equality, political incorporation, rights, state-building, suf­
frage, women
Introduction
THE study of American political development (APD) is in part the study of American state-
building. In this chapter, we will focus on gender relations in APD, and consider two ma­
jor themes that are particularly relevant: (1) the way the American liberal heritage fos­
ters or obstructs women’s political inclusion, and (2) the way gender can be analyzed as 
both a dependent variable resulting from the institutions and structures of the American 
state and as an independent variable that is responsible for building the American state. 
These thematic perspectives are too frequently neglected in APD scholarship, though 
both are important because they bear directly on liberal rights-based narratives of politi­
cal incorporation that inform much APD scholarship, and because both perspectives raise 
intriguing contradictions to traditional explanations of American state-building.
At the outset, it is important to recognize that sex and gender are complex concepts with 
multiple meanings and definitions. Currently, however, scholarship addressing gender 
and APD generally focuses only on sex defined as male and female, and, more specifically, 
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on how gender norms derived from this bimodal classification promote or inhibit women’s 
political inclusion via political institutions and public policies. The study of gender and 
APD, therefore, frequently becomes a study of women’s citizenship status, without prob­
lematizing—as we attempt to do here—the liberal narrative of a tradition capacious 
enough to embrace successive waves of inclusion. Political science scholars should also 
more richly and aggressively interrogate the manner in which law, policies, and institu­
tions shape, inscribe, discipline, or destabilize gender identities and roles; and how gen­
der factors into shaping law, policies, and institutions. While we will focus here chiefly on 
how our two central perspectives bear on women’s relationship to American state-build­
ing and highlight some of the existing scholarship, it is important (p. 113) that work con­
tinue to explore how broader definitions of gender stand to impact the study of APD.
In addition, it is also important to recognize at the outset that gender identities intersect
with those of race, class, religion, sexual orientation, linguistic heritage, and many other 
attributes (Hancock 2007). While acknowledging the importance of intersectional analy­
sis, we also contend that many of the most salient structures, ideology, and policies of the 
American state have had an impact on women as a group whatever might be their race, 
class, and other group identities, and it is that puzzle that we address here.
The Liberal Tradition and APD
Individual Equality
When assessing gender and APD, it is imperative to note the way many scholars credit 
America’s liberal heritage, which stresses the individual equality of people, as a powerful 
tool to combat discriminatory policies, thereby promoting the political inclusion of disad­
vantaged groups. As Karen Orren establishes, for example, common-law norms that privi­
leged employers over workers were dismantled when the Supreme Court upheld the Na­
tional Labor Relations (Wagner) Act in 1937 (Orren 1991). Similarly, Rogers Smith argues 
that it was only when liberal norms stressing the primacy of individual equality prevailed 
over inegalitarian, ascriptive norms that reformers were more successful in gaining guar­
antees, for example, of African Americans’ political rights (Smith 1999).
When we turn to gender and APD, however, the principle of individual equality works dif­
ferently for women as is evident by many episodes in the vast expanse of American politi­
cal history (McDonagh 1994). While this principle was at least relatively effective for cor­
recting the political exclusion of those stigmatized by their race or class, the same was 
not true for women until well into the twentieth century. This failure prompts some critics 
of the liberal tradition to go so far as to think liberalism is “bad” for women, while others 
opine that it is simply “not enough” to secure women’s political inclusion. APD scholar­
ship that focuses on gender, therefore, necessarily must confront this concern.
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Separate Spheres
In addition, however, there is another principle of liberal theory that informs APD, and 
that is the conceptualization of the state as a public sphere that is separated from the in­
stitution of the family as located in a private sphere. This “separate spheres” ideology has 
a particular impact on women because many people, including politicians, often construct 
women as biological maternalists who bear children and as social maternalists (p. 114)
who disproportionately contribute more care work to family members than men. For this 
reason, the political meaning of women’s social construction as maternalists immediately 
gives women a location in the private sphere of the home. However, the same cannot be 
said about the public sphere of the state. Hence, a good deal of American political history 
is the record of how women sought to traverse the boundary between the home and the 
state.
Gender and APD
Focusing on gender and APD, therefore, raises new intellectual and historical perspec­
tives. It is not our goal to provide a comprehensive history of women in the United States. 
However, we will focus on key reform periods in order to highlight how the twin precepts 
of America’s liberal heritage, individual equality and separate spheres, posed particular 
problems for those seeking to improve women’s political membership in the American 
state. The reform periods we highlight are the founding, the Civil War era, the Progres­
sive Era, the New Deal era, and the 1960s to 1970s civil rights era.
Gender and the Founding of the American 
State
Individual Equality
At the outset, let us recall that the revolutionary heritage of the American state reflects 
the assumption that destroying hereditary monarchies and replacing them with liberal re­
publics based on the principle of individual equality promises to expand political inclu­
sion. But the very same American Revolution that extended opportunities to white men 
did no such thing for any women, whatever their class or race advantages or disadvan­
tages. To the contrary, by 1808, every state in the country prohibited all women from vot­
ing, much less from holding political office, solely because of their sex.
In the aftermath of the world’s first liberal revolution, therefore, sex became a more ab­
solute attribute used to determine inclusion in formal political rule than it had ever been 
in any European monarchy. Rather than promoting greater political inclusion for women, 
key historical moments of liberal and republican reform—perhaps more generally mod­
ernization itself—too often constitute regressive, more absolute exclusion of women from 
the state as political participants on par with men. Similar patterns characterize the 
French Revolution and to some degree democratization in general (Landes 1988; Kelly 
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1984). Thus, attention to state structures as they affect gender opens the door not only to 
new views of APD, but also to cross-national comparisons of state-building.
(p. 115) Separate Spheres
There is another dimension to the founding of the American state that is important to an 
analysis of gender, and that is the way founders ignored the institution of coverture mar­
riage. As codified by Blackstone, it legally defined the union of a husband and a wife as 
one person, namely, the husband (Blackstone 1765–1769/2002). This meant that married 
women lost their civil identity, which included the right to sign contracts on their own be­
half, the right to their own wages, the right to their own inheritances, and the right to 
make decisions about the welfare and education of their children (Kerber 1998). Scholars 
argue that American Lockean liberalism actually perpetuated gendered roles that inter­
preted women’s maternal identities as signifying a location solely in the home. Women, in 
line with the precept of “Republican Motherhood,” were to foster civic virtue in the coun­
try by socializing children to be good citizens, without having the benefit of formal access 
to political citizenship themselves (Kerber 1980; Kann 1990).
The Civil War and Its Aftermath
Individual Equality
In the 1830s with the inception of the abolition movement, women formed groups to aid 
the anti-slavery cause. By the mid-nineteenth century, however, some women began to 
challenge their own social and legal assignments by organizing and speaking on their 
own behalf. In part, this first feminist social movement was prompted by women’s inter­
actions with blatant sexism as they participated in movements to abolish the institution of 
slavery (Flexner and Fitzpatrick 1996). When women attended the World Anti-Slavery 
Conference in London in 1840 as the official representatives of American anti-slavery or­
ganizations, for instance, conference organizers refused to recognize them or seat them 
with other official delegates. This galvanizing experience pointed to the need for address­
ing sex discrimination at home as well, resulting in the first feminist movement as inaugu­
rated in 1848 at the Seneca Falls convention in New York.
In Seneca Falls, reformers sought to draw upon the American liberal heritage to achieve 
social, economic, and political equality with men. Their Declaration of Sentiments self-
consciously paralleled the American Declaration of Independence, signaling their belief 
that liberal principles, more fully elaborated, could achieve gender equality. They identi­
fied policies based on male privilege as equally tyrannous as those of George III. They de­
clared it a self-evident truth that men and women are created equal. Among the sixteen 
grievances enumerated were being deprived of voting rights because of their sex, being 
barred from educational opportunities, and unequal rights within the institution of mar­
riage.
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(p. 116) As was the case with the American Revolution, however, women’s claims of equal 
rights based on liberal individualism failed to help them gain political inclusion after the 
Civil War.
While the Fifteenth Amendment prohibited states from using race, color, or a previous 
condition of servitude as criteria for voting rights, it failed to prohibit states from using 
sex to define voting rights. In addition, for the first time, the word “male” was added to 
the Constitution, and in the Fourteenth Amendment, no less, that guaranteed citizenship 
rights. As Reva Siegel (2002) indicates, this was because framers of the Fourteenth 
Amendment wanted to be sure that they were not providing women or American Indian 
men with the same citizenship rights as African American men.
Women activists who contended that the privileges and immunities clause of the Four­
teenth Amendment conferred upon them the right to vote marched in protest to the polls 
and sometimes faced arrest for attempting to vote. Susan B. Anthony stood trial for cast­
ing a ballot in Rochester, New York, in the 1872 presidential election. In Minor v. Happer­
sett (88 U.S. 162, 1875), however, the Supreme Court declared that voting rights were not 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. Thus, states retained the power to exclude 
women from the franchise.
Separate Spheres
Similarly, the principle of separate spheres was reinforced in the aftermath of the Civil 
War, not dismantled. As Amy Dru Stanley establishes, Reconstruction reformers focused 
on freedom and contract in the context of workers’ rights but avoided applying similar 
principles to reconstruct the institution of coverture marriage (1998).
The ideology of separate spheres deprived women of the opportunity, for example, to pur­
sue the same professions as men. This became clear in court cases such as Bradwell v. Illi­
nois (88 U.S. 130, 1873), decided in the immediate aftermath of the Slaughterhouse Cases
(83 U.S. 36, 1873), in Bradwell, the Court ruled that the right to practice law was not 
among the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States as established by the 
Fourteenth Amendment, leaving to states the option of maintaining separate spheres.
Political Consequences
Once Congress passed the Fifteenth Amendment, woman suffrage leaders split into two 
rival and contesting groups. The American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) support­
ed the Fifteenth Amendment, even though it left women’s voting rights unprotected, and 
pursued a state-level campaign to secure women’s voting rights. By contrast, the Nation­
al Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) opposed passage of the Fifteenth Amendment for 
abandoning, if not betraying women, and launched a campaign for a federal woman suf­
frage amendment, vowing support for any political party, even a racist one, that would 
promote their cause (DuBois 1999).
Gender and the American State
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(p. 117) The northern will to enforce the Civil War amendments faded, however, and 
southern states passed legislation, including literacy tests and poll taxes, which created 
ad hoc barriers to black enfranchisement without violating the letter of the Constitution 
(Valelly 2004). In the wake of these developments, the two branches of the suffrage move­
ment recombined in 1890, forming the National American Woman Suffrage Association 
(NAWSA).
Suffrage leaders even endorsed utilitarian arguments for enfranchising women on the 
grounds that this would introduce into the electorate multitudes of educated American 
women who were citizens, which they argued would have the effect of neutralizing the 
voting effects of the so-called backward, less advanced, and unprepared, recent immi­
grant and American Indian men in the electorate. The focus of woman suffrage leaders on 
practical strategies to achieve a national amendment for women comparable to the Fif­
teenth Amendment for African American men and the personal biases of those leaders, 
therefore, resulted in the general exclusion of Native American women, immigrant 
women, and black women from their organizations and at times from their very agendas 
(Terborg-Penn 1998). This race- and class-based legacy of the suffrage movement would 
come to be mirrored in a number of later twentieth century struggles on behalf of women, 
where the face of the movement again was largely white and middle class.
By the turn of the century, as working-class women began to organize, some cross-class 
alliances were forged, for example with the Women’s Trade Union League (WTUL), found­
ed in Boston in 1903 to protect working women. By the end of the first decade of the 
twentieth century, women’s labor organizations like WTUL were drawing upon maternal­
ist arguments and claims that, armed with the vote, women workers could better protect 
themselves and improve societal conditions by changing laws (O’Farrell and Kornbluh 
1995; Nackenoff 2013; Tax 1980; DuBois 1987; Lerner 1982; Orleck 1991).
The Progressive Era
Individual Equality
The attempt to use individual equality as leverage for gaining women’s political rights 
continued in the Progressive Era. One of the most prominent proponents was Alice Paul. 
Inspired by the militancy of the British suffragettes, Paul and her allies were soon labeled 
by the public media and by other feminist groups as radicals and feminist troublemakers.
In a bold and strategic move to get women “out of the parlor and into the streets,” for ex­
ample, Paul and allies organized a massive suffrage parade in 1913, the day before 
Woodrow Wilson’s inauguration, challenging conventional middle-class views of what con­
stituted appropriate behavior for women (McCammon 2003). Riots broke out along its 
route as crowds of spectators, mostly men, and even policemen verbally (p. 118) and phys­
ically harassed the marchers (Lunardini 1986). This attention succeeded in garnering not 
only sympathy for the marchers, but support for their political cause (Bland 1971/1972).
Gender and the American State
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Paul continued to organize public protests in the following years, including pickets out­
side the White House, which at times included women chaining themselves to the White 
House fence (Graham 1983–84).
Paul’s arrest, incarceration, and hunger strike contributed to her radical image, render­
ing the more conservative NAWSA (from which Paul had split) a model of decorum, which 
had the effect of enhancing support for woman suffrage among members of Congress (Lu­
nardini 1986). To push President Wilson into support for the federal suffrage amendment, 
however, NAWSA leaders—Carrie Chapman Catt in particular—emphasized women’s con­
tributions to the war effort, arguing that Wilson’s rhetoric about making the world safe 
for democracy rang hollow if women remained disenfranchised. Shortly after Catt met 
with Wilson, he came around to supporting the suffrage cause.
After suffrage, Paul continued her struggle for individual equal rights for women as the 
surest path to secure political and economic equality. In 1923, she drafted and sent to 
Congress the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), stating that “Equality of Rights Under the 
Law Shall Not Be Denied or Abridged By the United States Or Any State On Account of 
Sex.” Most mainstream women’s groups at the time opposed this far-sighted constitution­
al amendment. Those who had been successful in getting states to pass protective labor 
legislation for women workers, sometimes in court, as with Supreme Court victories such 
as Muller v. Oregon in 1908 (208 U.S. 412), were concerned that the ERA would threaten 
the constitutional foundations of women’s protective labor legislation. There was some 
cause for their worry. For example, as Justice Sutherland, writing in 1923 for the Court in 
Adkins v. Children’s Hospital, argued: “In view of the great—not to say revolutionary—
changes which have taken place … in the contractual, political and civil status of women, 
culminating in the Nineteenth Amendment, it is not unreasonable to say that these differ­
ences [between men and women] have now come almost, if not quite, to the vanishing 
point” (261 U.S. 525 at 553); if women are emancipated from the old doctrine, why should 
they be given special protection, or subject to restraint, in contractual or civil relation­
ships?
This ERA, introduced every year starting in 1923, was eventually passed by Congress in 
1972, only to have it fail the state-level ratification process. This failure is perhaps testi­
mony to the way liberal principles of individual equality—the ideological cornerstone of 
the American state—nevertheless continue, even in more recent times, to be viewed as 
radical and unacceptable by the public, if not also political elites, when applied to women. 
There are important structural and institutional reasons for this. Many women opposed 
woman suffrage, and not just women in the more culturally conservative states. One must 
ask, therefore, on what grounds would women wish to be denied the right to vote? And 
why would women oppose the ERA in the late twentieth century, when many view the 
ERA as simply a parallel guarantee of equal treatment for women as that provided by the 
Fourteenth Amendment for African Americans? Whether based (p. 119) on interpretations 
of scripture or in their investment and life experiences as full-time homemakers, there 
are women mobilized, to this day, such as Phyllis Schafly’s Eagle Forum, who oppose leg­
islation promoting women’s more equal representation in business, politics, and the pro­
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fessions, and who oppose other policies, including reproductive rights, that would pro­
mote individual equality for women (Mansbridge 1986; Luker 1984; McDonagh 2007). A 
study of gender and APD, therefore, raises perplexing questions about the adequacy of 
the American liberal heritage for securing women’s full political citizenship, not least be­
cause this is not a goal universally endorsed by all women (Mansbridge 1986).
Transforming the Doctrine of Separate Spheres
By the early twentieth century, some women pursued a different path to equality. Rather 
than endorse individual equality, they turned the doctrine of separate spheres on its head. 
Jane Addams and other Progressive Era feminists, for example, argued that women’s ma­
ternal identities and experiences were exactly what qualified women for activity in the so-
called public sphere of the state (Addams 1913). That is, they valorized what women do, 
thereby raising an important question about the relationship between care work and full 
citizenship, and between home work and state work (Nackenoff 2009, 128).
Thus, when the Nineteenth Amendment prohibiting the use of sex as a criterion for voting 
rights was added to the Constitution in 1920, its success rested upon the way reformers 
combined two contradictory arguments, namely, that women should have the right to vote 
because they are the same as men and that women should have the right to vote because 
they were maternally different from men. Some scholars argue that this hybrid argument 
for woman suffrage worked because it was in this time period that the state itself adopted 
maternalist policies corresponding to the social construction of women’s maternalist dif­
ference from men, such as mothers’ pensions, women’s protective labor legislation, child 
labor laws, and the Sheppard-Towner health benefits for mothers and infants (Skocpol 
1992; McDonagh 2009).
The New Deal
Individual Equality
In this period, mobilization of white, working-class men, growing political importance of 
northern African American voters, and interests of white, southern Democrats in econom­
ic development led to a shift in the political agenda (Katznelson 2013). When the New 
Deal generated programs to address economic vulnerability, such programs generally did 
so in class- race- and gender-specific ways (Katznelson 2005; Lieberman 1998; (p. 120)
Piven and Cloward 1971). Women were often relegated to less dependable state-run pro­
grams; agricultural and domestic workers, many of the latter being African American 
women, were excluded from coverage (Mettler 1998).
Separate Spheres
It is also the case that women’s identities as located in the home had a continuing impact 
on women’s prospects for economic inclusion, as was the case with the GI Bill (Mettler 
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2005). Considering Judith Shklar’s primary criteria for inclusion in citizenship, the right 
to work and the right to vote, in 1920, women still had a very long way to go (1991). Un­
der the Federal Economy Act of 1932, married women could be and were dismissed from 
civil service positions in the federal government, if their spouses were employed by the 
federal government. Married women lost employment opportunities in many other fields 
during the Depression, reinforcing what Jo Freeman has termed a tradition of institution­
alized dependence (1975). Well through the 1960s it was legally permissible for newspa­
pers to organize notices for employment by sex, categorizing secretarial jobs for women 
and corporate, management jobs for men (Darity and Mason 1998).
The Civil Rights Era of the 1960s to 1970s
Individual Equality: Redefining Separate Spheres as Pathological
The persistence of women’s second-class citizenship prompted the second feminist move­
ment in the late 1960s. Like the first feminist movement, it began as an offshoot of social 
movements seeking to improve the civil and political rights of African Americans. Women 
joining in the 1960s Civil Rights Revolution soon discovered its latent sexism when, for 
example, they were assigned the jobs of vacuuming and cleaning their headquarters 
rather than proactive roles in the field registering African Americans to vote (Evans 
1979).
In 1960, Betty Friedan and other feminists founded the National Organization for Women 
(NOW) and, in 1963, Friedan published the monumental bestseller, The Feminine Mys­
tique. This book challenged traditional norms limiting women to roles in the home, equat­
ing such a fate with a pathology that had “no name.” What is interesting from the per­
spective of the Progressive Era is that the former valorization of women’s maternal identi­
ties as a principle validating women’s entry into the public sphere of the state was now 
being redefined as a pathological identity responsible for women’s discrimination.
(p. 121) Individual Equality Finally Works for Women
The resonance of Friedan’s scathing critique of the solely domestic options posited for 
middle-class American women signaled that another feminist movement was about to 
take off. With renewed social movement pressure, the 1960s and 1970s are replete with 
the passage of landmark federal legislation, and the 1970s were witness to a number of 
court cases that improved women’s civil, economic, and political rights. Women’s claims 
based on a principle of individual equality finally worked to secure legislation and judicial 
decisions.
The Equal Pay Act became law in 1963, and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act made it 
a federal crime to discriminate on the basis of sex in employment policies. This became 
the basis for court rulings that defined sexual harassment as a violation of Title VII. Title 
IX, which passed in 1972 as part of the Education Act, deprived educational institutions 
Gender and the American State
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of federal funding if they discriminated on the basis of sex in their educational programs. 
Notably, this legislation was interpreted to include sports programs (McDonagh and Pap­
pano 2009). In 1971, in Reed v. Reed (404 U.S. 71), the Supreme Court, by disqualifying 
an arbitrary presumption in favor of male heirs as executors of estates, in effect ruled 
that the principle of coverture marriage was unconstitutional, and, in 1973, in Roe v. 
Wade (410 U.S. 113), the Court ruled that there was a constitutional right to an abortion. 
The right to serve on juries was another important right of citizenship from which 
women, who were excluded until well into the twentieth century, found redress on the ba­
sis of a principle of individual equality (Grossman 1994; Ritter 2006).
Individual Equality Is Not Enough: The Personal Is Political
These court cases and congressional legislation all affirm the liberal principle that women 
should be treated the same as men—of no small import, given the historical failure of lib­
eral principles to work for women. Yet the contemporary American state lacks welfare 
benefits that facilitate women’s participation in the labor market, such as publically fund­
ed day care and adequate family leave policies. Iversen and Rosenbluth (2010) argue that 
it is just such welfare benefits, however, that assist women’s participation in the market, 
and also their participation in the state as voters and office-holders.
In addition to a weak welfare state, Elizabeth Sanders (2008) points to the very structure 
of the American state as a culprit that undermines women’s interests and policy prefer­
ences, particularly its executive branch that fosters masculinist, war-oriented policies. 
When welfare state policies, in contrast, advance a view of government as an institution 
that promotes care work—the kind of work that women disproportionately do in the home 
and in the service sector of society—those policies define women’s maternalism as signi­
fying a location not only in the home, but also in the public sphere of the state. By so do­
ing, the public associates women with a location in the state, (p. 122) thereby making it 
more likely that voters will support women running for political office (McDonagh 2009). 
The American state, while viewed as a strong military presence in the world, is far weak­
er in its welfare state capacity, helping to explain why the percentage of women elected 
to public office at the federal level is so dismal in the United States. As of 2015, no 
woman in the United States has ever been nominated by a major political party as its 
presidential candidate, and in 2015, only 19.4 percent of the House of Representatives 
was composed of women, thereby ranking the United States lower than 93 other nations 
in terms of women’s political inclusion.
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Bringing Woman’s Domain into the Public 
Sphere
Gender as a Dependent Variable
We can see from the examples noted above that political institutions and public policies 
affected women’s social, civil, and political inclusion. As Gretchen Ritter notes, the indi­
vidualistic foundation of the American Constitution privatizes those activities most associ­
ated with women, namely, the family and care work. The result leaves women’s distinc­
tive identities socially constructed as maternalists located in a private sphere disconnect­
ed from the public sphere of the state (Ritter 2006). That is, the American Constitution as 
based on a principle of individual equality reinforces a separate spheres ideology.
Long the purview of sociologists, the family is becoming an increasingly important focus 
in APD scholarship. Marriage and the family are institutions generally thought to be “pri­
vate,” and yet it is clear both that they have played a role in state-building and that these 
institutions have played important roles in structuring gender relations. For example, 
marital status was used as a basis for citizenship for women for most of American history. 
They were citizens or not depending on their husbands’ citizenship, eventually forcing 
some American women to register as enemy aliens during World War I. Married women’s 
citizenship only became independent of their husbands’ (unless a woman married some­
one ineligible for naturalization) when Congress passed the Cable Act in 1922 (Bredben­
ner 1998; Kerber 1998). Marriage, with both egalitarian and hierarchical components, is 
both about individual rights and also about the discipline it seeks to impose in the name 
of American identity and society (Cott 2000; Yamin 2012).
And it is clear that gender role expectations for the family in the United States, along 
with race and gender intersections, shaped governmental relief practices and policies. 
Early twentieth-century mothers’ pensions rewarded women who performed valuable ser­
vices by staying at home with their children and withheld support—in practice if not by 
law—from families with living fathers (Sullivan and Nackenoff 2014). Gwendolyn Mink ar­
gues that, ever since the Social Security Act, aid to dependent children was a (p. 123) poli­
cy that policed women and enforced particular moral expectations (Mink 1995). Policies 
supported by maternalists in this era, for example, were responsible for withholding “the 
tools of independent citizenship from most poor women” (Mink 1995, 8). Mettler (1998)
has further argued that major New Deal policies, such as Old Age Insurance/Old Age As­
sistance, Unemployment Insurance, Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), and Fair Labor 
Standards, were administered in a way that defined white men as national citizens de­
serving of support from the federal government in contrast to women and minorities 
whose receipt of benefits were controlled by variable state agencies, leading to a second 
class status.
Feminists, therefore, challenge the division of private and public spheres underlying the 
ideology of the American state because of the discriminatory effects it has had on 
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women’s political inclusion. Instead, they have argued that the “personal is political” and 
that liberal assumptions that the basic units of society are autonomous individuals is any­
thing but correct (Lee 2007). Feminist activists as well as political theorists concur. Car­
ole Pateman (1988), writing about the origins of the liberal polity, argues that the social 
contract that creates the liberal state depends on the existence of a prior compact among 
men to dominate women; for men to be free and autonomous individuals, women must be 
excluded from the social compact and consigned instead to the marriage contract in or­
der to do the work of caring for the family. Similarly, for Seyla Benhabib (1992) and for 
Christine DiStefano (1991), Hobbes’s radical individuals are like mushrooms who look as 
if they have sprung fully grown from the earth to exemplify liberalism’s masculinist as­
sumptions, ignoring the reality that mushrooms are connected to each other underground 
and depend upon that interconnectedness for their growth and survival.
Other scholars have underscored how heavily liberal theory’s individual is gendered, and 
how this implicates law and policy. Nancy Hirschmann (1989) points out that unfettered 
men can treat obligations as voluntary only if they are, for women, involuntary. Feminist 
legal scholar Catharine MacKinnon (1988, 1991) claims that law’s false neutrality and ob­
jectivity places at its center the autonomous individual, unburdened by responsibilities 
for others; law thus valorizes the experiences of privileged males and treats women, who 
provide the bulk of work for the family, as demanding special privileges. For Joan Tronto 
(1993), all citizens require care at some point in their lives, but the liberal public sphere 
makes care invisible. In her view, the assignment of tasks of caregiving must become an 
explicit object of politics for equality to flourish. That is, the private sphere of carework 
must be fused with the public sphere of the state. As a study of gender and APD illus­
trates, however, once the boundaries of the private and public sphere begin to dissolve, it 
becomes more common for gender to be not merely a dependent variable affected by the 
state, but also an independent variable that builds the American state.
Gender as an Independent Variable
In the Progressive Era, for example, many women’s rights advocates attempted to synthe­
size women’s dual identities as individuals who are the same as men and as (p. 124)
women who have different experiences and values than men by claiming that tasks in 
women’s traditional domain of the home had been moving into the public sphere. They 
employed the imagery of municipal housekeeping to justify their involvement in a range 
of reform efforts, including the right to vote in a number of municipalities, where they 
could vote on matters of urban reform and education. Michael Pisapia (2010), in fact, ar­
gues that women’s educational activities dating from the mid-nineteenth century to the 
1930s provided political access to women in the form of early rights to participate on edu­
cational decisions at the local level and to be elected to educational administrative of­
fices.
Some of the most powerful APD scholarship looks at gender not as a result of state struc­
tures and policies, but rather as it contributes to state creation and policy formation. In 
this way, gender becomes an independent variable—an impetus for political development. 
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Earlier in the nineteenth century, for example, organized middle-class women carved out 
ways of making visible political contributions as founders, volunteers, and workers in 
charitable and social service organizations, taking up issues such as care of dependents 
that were not fully inscribed in the world of male politics (Baker 1984). Later in the cen­
tury, women seeking to deal with social problems through prevention embraced social sci­
entific methods for data collection and detached observation, buttressing their claims to 
expertise with the language of the day—a language that was intelligible to the emerging 
modern administrative state (see, e.g., Baker 1984). For Kathryn Kish Sklar (1993), ma­
ternalism allowed space for turn-of-the-century female reformers to talk credibly about 
child welfare and the exploitation of children as well as the health of mothers and of 
wage-earning women.
In the Progressive Era, women pioneered reforms that established new institutions 
through which they gained influence. As the work of Theda Skocpol has shown, it was 
precisely women’s maternal identities plus their agency from the so-called private sphere 
that secured the passage at the state level in the Progressive Era of mothers’ pensions 
(Skocpol 1992). Maternalist feminists created and led the movement for new juvenile 
courts, where some women served as lawyers and judges and others as probation officers 
(Nackenoff and Sullivan 2014). Female reformers subsequently built upon successful 
strategies for social policy change in one arena to mobilize resources in related arenas, 
building political skills and claims to expertise.
For historian Paula Baker, women in the Progressive Era who pressed the state to seek to 
solve, and even prevent, social problems that were too big for charitable and voluntary 
action helped domesticate politics (Baker 1984). The vision of women’s groups at the turn 
of the century was highly compatible with emerging visions of the liberal state as activist, 
bureaucratic, efficient, and with an emphasis on social responsibility (Baker 1984). How­
ever, Baker sees women “passing on” and giving over their voluntary work to government 
in the form of social policy in the progressive period. Other scholars, including Elisabeth 
Clemens (2006) and some of those represented in Nackenoff and Novkov (2014), especial­
ly Szymanski (2014), Pearson and Smith (2014), and Nackenoff and Sullivan (2014) find 
instead the persistence of various kinds of hybrid and (p. 125) complex relationships be­
tween public bureaucracies and organizations that helped create women’s mission.
Importantly, maternalist feminists in the Progressive Era reconceptualized the state itself 
on the basis of collective and associational relationships. They employed the term “public 
housekeeping” to emphasize why it was imperative for the state to affirm its commitment 
to providing for the health and safety of all people, which included pressure for the pas­
sage of pure food and drug regulations, wholesome amusements for the young, preven­
tion of juvenile delinquency, and regulation of industrial ills (Nackenoff 1999). As another 
notes, “Maternalists remind us of the inadequacy and limitations of a rights-based con­
ception of the individual … they would have us recognize how, as interrelated ‘selves,’ we 
can strive for a more humane relational and shared community” (Dietz 1987, 12). Thus, 
the new discourses created by maternalist reformers in the Progressive Era challenged 
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the very conception of a private sphere of the family as being separate from the public 
sphere of the state (Nackenoff 1999, 2014).
Organized women, many of whom had roots in the settlement movement, helped move in­
stitutions in new directions, both from outside and inside those institutions. For example, 
Progressive Era women pressed child-saving reforms on first state governments and then 
the federal government, leading to the creation of the Children’s Bureau in 1912, which 
served as a strategic position from which maternalists sought to administer social policies 
(see Skocpol 1992).
In addition, some women of this generation who had developed professional skills work­
ing to address social problems, armed with college degrees, advanced degrees, and law 
degrees, transported their expertise into positions in the federal government. They be­
came recognized authorities on issues having to do with women, children, families, and 
even labor (Pascoe 1990) and pursued the prevention of social ills and reformation of 
youth through specialized courts they helped create (Nackenoff and Sullivan 2014).
Some recent approaches to incorporating the family in APD scholarship underscores the 
independent role gender plays in APD, challenging and potentially transforming some of 
the most basic assumptions about democratization and state-building. Uncovering the 
gendered components of familialism by focusing on what Max Weber defined as patrimo­
nialism as embodied in a hereditary monarchy, they note that this is a regime type in 
which the family is conceptualized as analogous to the state (McDonagh 2015). Such a 
state construction historically provided points of access to political rule for women and 
those points of access are obliterated when the family is theorized as cut off from the 
state. In this account, retaining a country’s patrimonial legacy (its monarchy) rather than 
annihilating it by means of a violent revolution in the course of Western European first-
wave democratization has long-term implications, both for the continued access of women 
to political rule and for the development of the contemporary welfare state (McDonagh 
2015). In this formulation, therefore, gender via the institution of the family becomes a 
variable that defines the most fundamental premises of the state—that shapes the state in 
ways that makes that institution analogous to the family in terms of the responsibilities of 
the rulers to provide care work to those in need.
(p. 126) Conclusion
There is ample reason to question whether the liberal promise of individual equality is 
sufficient for securing women’s political inclusion, especially given the importance of 
women’s group differences for achieving historical gains. In some contexts, liberal princi­
ples absolutely fail to deliver civic, economic, and political incorporation for women, and, 
at other times, though successful, they are insufficient because they fail to address the all 
but intractable way women are socially constructed as biological and social reproductive 
laborers. Kathleen Sullivan goes so far as to argue that common-law doctrines that limit­
ed women’s sphere of action, particularly within the institution of marriage, may have 
been a more fruitful path for gaining political inclusion than were liberal ones based on 
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individual equality that challenged and supplanted common-law doctrines (Sullivan 2007). 
The lesson gleaned from a study of gender and APD, therefore, is that the state matters, 
but it is a hybrid state characterized by structures and policies that embody women’s ma­
ternalist group difference as well as their individual sameness with men that most pro­
motes women’s political citizenship (McDonagh 2002, 2009, 2014).
A study of gender and APD must question the utility of a liberal heritage that both ig­
nores the political dimensions of the private sphere and that only stresses individual 
equality without attention to the importance and value of group differences as positive 
principles for expanding citizenship. Women in the United States have frequently turned 
to the maternalist identities society often ascribes to them—their roles as mothers and 
nurturers—to achieve policy goals, political recognition, and greater equality.
A central political question, therefore, is what is the political meaning of women’s mater­
nalism? Does it signify a location in the home or does it also signify a location in the state 
itself as equal participants with men? In fact, it is when the state itself embodies mater­
nalist characteristics associated with women by virtue of adopting policies oriented to­
ward the care and well-being of those in need and when women’s agency activates the 
development of public policies and the bureaucracy that administers them, that women’s 
incorporation will be more evident (McDonagh 2009).
Similarly, a focus on gender in the context of APD scholarship illuminates the analytical 
limitations of dividing institutions and practices into private and public spheres in the 
first place. The interpenetration of organizations, including women’s organizations, and 
the state in the building and administration of a number of social policies demonstrates 
that governance often relies upon hybrid institutions that combine rather than separate 
contrasting principles of governance and identity. Furthermore, the penultimate private 
institutions of marriage and the family are integral to the development of the state as well 
as to its everyday workings.
It should also be noted that gender has played a less central role in the study of APD than 
other ascriptive identities, such as race and class, even though gender has been shaped 
by the American state and gender has shaped the American state in turn. Research for 
the future might start with the question as to why this is the case. It is (p. 127) important 
to consider carefully why so many dimensions of gender-based inequality have been all 
but invisible throughout long periods of American political history, even to some of the 
most prominent scholars of APD. Inequality based on gender is not simply a residue from 
a dying era dominated by traditional gender roles. Rather, is inscribed in modern public 
policies and administrative practices that even sometimes erase hard-won gains achieved 
by women. When the role of gender in APD is neglected, so, too, is the role played by or­
ganized women and the social policies they embraced in building the contemporary Amer­
ican state. In the absence of strong, effective, and persistent social movement pressure to 
the contrary, legislatures, executives, and courts have all participated at times, including 
our own, in attempting to curtail or rewrite women’s equal rights. The limited social wel­
fare state that women helped create has even come under attack as a feminized state—or 
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in quite recent parlance, a “nanny state,” blamed for creating a nation of dependents 
(Sawer 1996). Gender may be far from irrelevant in the attacks on the welfare state.
Future research would also be welcome that joins the comparative turn that many schol­
ars in APD have taken (Lieberman 2005). How does the American case in the context of 
gender compare to that of other Western European democracies and developing nation-
states? Answers to these questions promise to enrich our understanding both of APD and 
of the relationship of gender and state-building more generally.
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